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Abstract–Modal abundances of Ca,Al-rich inclusions (CAIs) are poorly known and reported data
scatter across large ranges. CAIs are Poisson distributed, and if only small areas (<1000 mm2) are
studied, the data are probably not representative of the true CAI modal abundances, explaining their
reported large scatter in a single chondrite group. We combine reported CAI modal abundances and
our own set, and present a complete list of CAI modal abundances in carbonaceous chondrites. This
includes (in area%): CV: 2.98, CM: 1.21, Acfer 094: 1.12, CO: 0.99, CK/CV (Ningqiang and Dar al
Gani [DaG] 055): 0.77, CK: 0.2, CR: 0.12 and CB: 0.1. CAIs are Poisson distributed and if only small
areas are studied, the data are probably not representative of the true CAI modal abundances,
Carbonaceous chondrites have excess bulk Al concentrations when compared to the CI-chondritic
value. We find a correlation between this excess and CAI modal abundances and conclude that the
excess Al was delivered by CAIs. The excess Al is only a minor fraction (usually ~10 rel%, but 25
rel% in case of CVs) of the bulk chondrite Al and cannot have contributed much 26Al to heat the
chondrite parent body. Ordinary, enstatite, R and K chondrites have an Al deficit relative to CI
chondrites and only very low CAI modal abundances, if any are present at all. Carbonaceous
chondrites also had an initial Al deficit if the contribution of Al delivered by CAIs is subtracted.
Therefore all chondrites probably lost a refractory rich high-T component. Only minor amounts of
CAIs are present in the matrix or have been present in the chondrule precursor aggregates. Most CAI
size distributions contain more than one size population, indicating that CAIs from within a single
meteorite group had different origins.
INTRODUCTION
Chondrites consist primarily of two major components,
chondrules and matrix and three minor components, metal,
sulfides and Ca,Al-rich inclusions (CAIs). The modal
abundances of the major components are well known, in
contrast to the modal abundances of the minor components,
which are poorly known. There exists no compilation of CAI
modal abundances in chondrites in the literature, although this
is an important parameter for several problems in
cosmochemistry, e.g., bulk chondrite compositions, as we will
show later. CAI modal abundances are often grouped together
with amoeboid olivine aggregates (AOAs; e.g., Scott and
Krot 2006; Table 1), i.e., CAI modal abundances are hidden in
the displayed numbers. There are several original papers and
abstracts containing CAI modal abundances that we compiled
in Table 2, however, the values often spread over a large range
for a single chondrite group (Fig. 1; McSween 1977a, 1977b,
1979; Simon and Haggerty 1979; Kornacki and Wood 1984;

Rubin et al. 1985; Kallemeyn et al. 1991; Noguchi 1993;
Scott et al. 1996; Russell et al. 1998; Rubin 1998; May et al.
1999; Aléon et al. 2002; Krot et al. 2002; Norton and
McSween 2007). We show that this spread is the result of a
Poisson distribution of the CAIs within the chondrites. A
Poisson distribution represents the spatial distribution of a
small number of particles that is randomly mixed with a larger
number of particles, as is the case for CAIs within a chondrite.
A characteristic feature of Poisson distributions is that some
areas of the chondrite contain only few and others many
CAIs. This feature is more pronounced with smaller areas
studied and vanishes with larger areas. Here we explore the
size of the area that has to be studied in order to obtain small
errors for the measured CAI modal abundances. We provide a
new set of CAI modal abundances that we obtained for all
carbonaceous chondrites except CH and CI chondrites.
Beside this “classical” approach of simply counting the
number of CAIs in a chondrite, it is also possible to make a
few assumptions and theoretically calculate their modal
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Table 1. Reported modal abundances of refractory
inclusions (Ca,Al-rich inclusions and amoeboid olivine
aggregates).
Ref. incl. (area%)
CI
CM
CO
CV
CK
CR
CH
Cba
CBb

<0.01
5
13
10
4
0.5
0.1
<0.1
<0.1

H
L
LL

0.01–0.2
<0.1
<0.1

EH
EL

<0.1
<0.1

R
K

<0.1
<0.1

Ref. incl. = refractory inclusions. Data taken from Scott and Krot (2006).

abundances from bulk chondrite element-concentrations or
element-concentrations of individual chondrite components.
CAIs are dominated by refractory elements, such as Ca and
Al. The Ca/Al ratios of chondrites is close to CI-chondritic in
all chondrites (e.g., Lodders 2003) and we arbitrarily choose
Al to calculate CAI modal abundances, i.e., we assume Al to
be representative of the refractory element abundances in
CAIs. In the first approach it is assumed that all chondrites
start with the same, i.e., CI-chondritic bulk chondrite Al
concentration. Higher than CI-chondritic Al abundances in a
chondrite are attributed to the addition of CAIs and their
modal abundance can be calculated from the excess of bulk
chondrite Al when compared to the CI-chondritic value. In
case of lower than CI-chondritic bulk chondrite Al
abundances refractory rich high-T components have probably
been lost. In the second approach, a bulk chondrite Al
concentration without CAIs is calculated from the Al
abundances in chondrules and matrix. This Al can be
subtracted from the measured bulk chondrite Al. The
difference must be made up by CAIs and their modal
abundance can be calculated. It has to be taken into account
that some CAIs might have been part of the chondrule
precursor material and might also be present in the finegrained matrix. This second calculation is less accurate as
some of the required parameters are only poorly known. The
results of both calculations and also the result from counting
CAIs in chondrites, and considering their Poisson distribution
are in very good agreement.
There are many open question regarding the origin and
formation of CAIs (e.g., MacPherson et al. 2005). We use the
new CAI modal abundances we present here to conclude that

(i) CAIs contributed little to the bulk chondrite refractory
element abundances, (ii) CAIs formed in a separate nebular
region from chondrules and matrix and (iii) CAIs cannot have
contributed a significant amount of 26Al to heat their parent
bodies.
There is some confusion in the literature about the usage
of vol% and area% when giving modal abundances. Most
authors use vol% although they measure areas. In this study
modal abundances are reported as area%. However, some
calculations involving the addition or subtraction of CAIs
make use of vol% because the use of area% does not make
sense in this case. However, the results are reported as area%,
because the mixed usage of vol% and area%, even when
appropriate, would probably cause too much confusion.
TECHNIQUE
Modelling
Ca,Al-rich inclusions are a minor component in
chondritic meteorites. If they were randomly mixed into the
chondrite parent body their occurrence follows a Poisson
distribution with the probability density function (pdf)
x

λ –λ
f ( x ) = ----- e .
x!

(1)

The parameter λ defines the shape of the function and
represents both the mean value and the variance of the
distribution, i.e., λ has the same value as the modal abundance
of CAIs. CAI modal abundances are usually obtained from
chondrite thin sections. We developed a model using
Mathematica 5.1 that simulates a random distribution of CAIs
in an area of 100 × 100 mm (Fig. 2a). The area is divided into
quadratic cells of identical edge lengths (Fig. 2b). The modal
abundance of CAIs in each of these cells is counted and then
plotted as a histogram. Inputs to the model are: (1) the size of
the area studied; (2) the number of CAIs within this area; (3)
assumptions that the radii of the CAIs are distributed lognormally:
(2)
with µ and σ defining the shape of the distribution. These two
parameters and the maximum CAI radius must be specified;
(4) the grid spacing into which the 100 × 100 mm area is
divided (e.g., 10 mm in Fig. 2b).
Outputs of the model are: (1) the mean value of the CAI
modal abundance (= the true modal abundance of CAIs); (2)
the mean value of CAI radii; (3) the histogram with the modal
abundance of CAIs on the x-axis and the number of cells with
a certain modal abundance of CAIs on the y-axis. In addition
graphical outputs of the CAI distribution can be produced (cf.
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Fig. 1. Compilation of all literature data of CAI modal abundances and this work for carbonaceous chondrites (see Table 2). A Poisson
distribution can be recognized in the scatter of CAI abundance of individual chondrite groups: data points are concentrated a bit to the left of
the average of the smallest and the largest modal abundance and thin out towards the end members. The available data are, however,
insufficient to produce reasonable histograms to show this.

Fig. 2). Poisson distributions are calculated from the
histograms produced with the model using the CAI modal
abundance for the parameter λ in Equation 1.
Modal Abundance Measurements
We obtained CAI abundance data for CV, CR, CO, CK,
CM, and CB chondrites and the ungrouped chondrite Acfer
094. We used false-colored X-ray maps of thin sections to
identify a total of 2049 potential CAIs. The X-ray maps
were produced by combining Al (white), Ca (yellow), Mg
(green), Si (blue) and Fe (red). An example of the Allende 1
sample is displayed in the electronic appendix. All objects
that appeared to have high Al and/or Ca concentrations in
the X-ray map were considered to be CAIs. We
crosschecked a part of the identified CAIs with the electron
microscope and found that about 95% of the CAIs identified
using the X-ray maps are CAIs, i.e., are not mesostasis
fragments, the only other candidate we consider to have high
Al and/or Ca. We considered everything to be mesostasis
that has a close to feldspathic composition. From this, we

estimate the total error of this technique to be <5%, which is
very small considering the low modal abundances of CAIs.
A modal abundance of 3 area% would have an absolute error
of only ±0.15 area%.
There are different groups of CAIs (e.g., Brearley and
Jones 1998). We did not classify them, as this would be
beyond the scope of this paper. The smallest CAI that can be
identified on an X-ray map is about half the size of a single
pixel on the map, because the Ca and/or Al of the CAI still
contributes enough X-rays to make this a distinct pixel
representing a high Ca and/or Al spot. The edge lengths of a
single pixel in the different maps we used are listed in Table 3.
Pixel sizes vary depending on sample size. In order to obtain
element maps within a reasonable time, larger samples have
larger pixel sizes. Most CAIs we measured are larger than 10
and nearly all are larger than 5 pixels. As there are nearly no
CAIs smaller than 5 pixels and as these are quite small, CAIs
smaller than 5 pixels contribute only marginally to the total
CAI modal abundance.
CAIs often have irregular outlines. In order to provide an
intuitively understandable size of the CAIs, these are assumed
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Table 3. Edge lengths of single pixels in the X-ray maps
used for CAI identification.
Edge length of pixel (µm)
CV
Allende 1
Allende 3
Allende 8
CO
Warrenton
Kainsaz
DaG 190
CM
Murchison
Nogoya
CR
Renazzo
Acfer 209
CK
Karoonda
CK/CV
DaG 055
Ningqiang 1
Ningqiang 2
CB
Isheyevo 06
Isheyevo 2
Ungr
Acfer 094

20
14
20
9
24
20
10
9
13
20
19
20
14
16
18
21
4

rm =

A CAI
----------.
π

(3)

RESULTS
Modelling

Fig. 2. Screenshots of the computer model simulating the CAI
distribution in a meteorite. The CAIs (black dots) have been
randomly placed in this 100 × 100 mm sized square. CAI sizes follow
a log-normal distribution with a maximum radius of 500 µm resulting
in an average radius of 113 µm. The inset displays the CAI size
distribution used for this figure and Fig. 3. The modal abundance is
2.61 area%. The grid in (b) illustrates the non-homogeneous
distribution of CAIs, which in fact follow a Poisson distribution and
demonstrates why some thin sections are likely to have much more or
much fewer CAIs than average.

to be circles and ‘model radii’ rm are calculated using the CAI
areas (ACAI), which are easy to calculate from the image
processed data. The model radius is then calculated as
follows:

Figure 2 shows how a random distribution of 3500 CAIs
leads to regions with high and low CAI densities. The modal
abundance of CAIs in this Fig. is 2.61 area%, the average
CAI radius is 113 µm and the maximum CAI radius is
500 µm. Figure 3 displays histograms obtained from Fig. 2.
Individual histograms correspond to different cell edge
lengths of the grid displayed in Fig. 2b. If the sample areas
are small, e.g., the edge length of a single cell is only 5 mm,
only about 23% of all cells contain the true CAI modal
abundance of 2.61 area%. About 42% of the cells contain
lower and 35% higher than the true modal abundance.
Increasing the sample size, i.e., the edge length of a single
cell, narrows this distribution. After reaching a sample size
of 2500 mm2 (= 50 mm edge length of a single cell), all of
the cells are representative of the true CAI modal
abundance. Note that bin ranges of the histograms in Fig. 3
have been chosen large (1 area%) in order to keep the plot
readable. The 3 area% bin of the histogram with 20 mm edge
length of a single cell contains many cells with modal
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Fig. 3. Histograms produced using the distribution displayed in Fig. 2. The four different histograms are produced using different grid
spacings, designated ‘single cell edge length’. The smaller the spacing the more the peak of the distribution shifts to lower values. The grey
dashed lined indicates a Poisson distribution for a spacing of 10 mm.

abundances <3 area%, compensating for some of the cells in
the bin of 4 area%. An average chondrite thin section sample
might have an area of 100 mm2, equal to a square with an
edge length of 10 mm. In this case, as can be seen from
Fig. 3 only 40% of all cells are representative of the true
CAI modal abundance. The rest mainly give CAI
abundances that are too high. The range of CAI modal
abundances that can be found using a sample size of
100 mm2 and the conditions defined above spans from
nearly 0 to up to 10 area%. The Poisson distribution plotted
into Fig. 3 (dashed grey line) is fitted to the histogram of
100 mm2 samples, illustrating the detailed distribution of
the latter. The histograms and the Poisson pdf shown in Fig.
3 will narrow with smaller and broaden with larger CAI
modal abundances. Also the CAI sizes have an influence on
the shape. Larger CAIs require even larger samples to give
representative results, whereas for smaller CAIs smaller
samples sizes are sufficient. As we will show, the large
ranges seen in the histograms correlate with the large range
of CAI modal abundances reported within an individual
chondrite group.
The modelling also allows us to calculate the errors of
the CAI modal abundance measurements associated with the
studied sample size. The errors are calculated for a
confidence interval of 95.4%, corresponding to 2σ. The
calculation procedure is illustrated using Fig. 3. As can be
seen in this figure, there is a less then 5% chance that on a
sample area of 100 mm2 a CAI modal abundance with less
than 1 area% is measured. This in turn means, if an area of
100 mm2 is studied and 1 area% CAIs is measured, there is

a 95% chance that the true CAI modal abundance is below
2.61 area%. The upper error would therefore be 1 +
1.61 area%. The same has to be done for the lower limit. The
errors provided with our CAI modal abundance have been
calculated in this way. It is noted that these errors depend on
the assumption made in the model and that in order to
perform this procedure in a reasonable computing time, the
values were estimated as soon as these have been close to
the 5% mark. The combined error from measuring the CAI
modal abundance and using a certain sample size is
calculated using the error propagation formula
δz =

2

δx + δy

2

(4)

with δz: combined error and δx, δy: individual errors.
However, the contribution of the error from measuring modal
abundances is negligible.
Modal Abundances of CAIs
In addition to the CAI modal abundances we measured
for carbonaceous chondrites and the ungrouped chondrite
Acfer 094, we compiled all CAI modal abundances reported
in the literature (Table 2). In the following, we focus only on
modal abundances of CAIs (Table 4) and their size
distributions in various chondrites. Size distribution
histograms are given for two different bin ranges to illustrate
the effects of choosing different bin ranges (Fig. 4). We do not
discuss the petrographic or petrologic appearance of CAIs. A
good documentation of these can be found in Brearley and
Jones (1998).
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Table 4. CAI data of carbonaceous chondrites from this
work.

CV
Allende 1
Allende 3
Allende 8
Mean
s.d.
Total
CO
Warrenton
(3.6)
Kainsaz (3.1)
DaG 190
Mean
s.d.
Total
CM
Murchison
Nogoya
Mean
s.d.
Total
CR
Renazzo
Acfer 209
Mean
s.d.
Total

CAIs
(area%)

Stud.
area
(mm2)

Wt. av.
(area%)

No of
CAIs

CAI model radius rm
(µm)
Mean
Min.
Max.

5.94
4.65
4.47

220
282
128

2.08
2.08
0.91

223
495
177

140
92
101

630

5.06

1.01

42

0.11

112

34

5

145

0.47
1.35

142
197

0.18
0.70

31
208

83
64

13
22

220
331

380

0.98

34
6

0.82
0.002

201
6

23
7

6
5

180
13

41

0.83

112
155

0.04
0.08

60
31

24
48

7
22

57
143

267

0.12

0.97
0.02
0.49
0.67

0.09
0.14
0.12
0.04

146

CK/CV
DaG 055
Ningqiang 1
Ningqiang 2

0.59
0.38
1.22

169
62
123

0.28
0.07
0.42

354

0.77

234
101

0.08
0.02

Mean
s.d.
Total

We analyzed three different CKs: one thin section of
Karoonda (146 mm2), two of Ningqiang (total: 185 mm2) and
one of DaG 055 (169 mm2). However, only Karoonda is
officially classified as a CK, the other two are CV/CK-like
and it is recommended to designate them as ungrouped.
Nonetheless, Greenwood et al. (2004) pointed out certain
affiliations of Ningqiang and DaG 055 with the CKs. We
found no CAIs in Karoonda, 0.94 area% in Ningqiang and
0.59 area% in DaG 055. The CAI size distributions of
Ningqiang and DaG 055 resemble log-normal distributions
(Fig. 4). From the data reported by Noguchi (1993) for
Karoonda and Elephant Moraine (EET) 87507 we calculate a
CAI modal abundance of 0.2 area%. Kallemeyn et al. (1991)
reported 1.0 area% of CAIs in Ningqiang, which is in
agreement with our data.
CM

665

63

15

313

76
10
36

65
87
115

11
8
9

226
189
315

62
32

36
24

14
12

101
53

0.73
0.44

0.11
0.06

These ranges represent different CV chondrites, but even data
for only Allende spread over a wide range: Kornacki and
Wood (1984) reported 2.52 area%, we found 5.06 area%,
Simon and Haggerty (1979) reported 7.1 area% (this is a
recalculated value: Simon and Haggerty (1979) report a value
of 15%, but normalized to the total of all large components,
neglecting matrix. If a total abundance of large components of
45% is assumed, the reported 15% reduces to 7.1%) and
McSween (1977b) report 9.4 area%.
CK & CK/CV-Like

0.94
0.44

5.74

CB
Isheyevo 06
Isheyevo 2

1508
869
741

5.02
0.80

CK
Karoonda

Mean
s.d.
Total

27
18
27
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We analyzed one thin section of Murchison and one of
Nogoya; both have quite small areas (34.4 and 6.2 mm2,
respectively). We found 0.97 area% CAIs in Murchison and
0.016 area% CAIs in Nogoya. The CAI sizes do not follow
a simple distribution, which is probably due to the small
areas analyzed. Norton and McSween (2007) report an
average CAI abundance of 1.6 area%, considerably lower
than the 4.8 area% reported for Murray by McSween
(1997b).
CO

0.09
0.04
335

0.09

Ungrouped
Acfer 094
1.12
22
298
Wt. av. = weighted averages. Stud. area = studied area.

16

3

59

CV

We studied three thin sections of Allende, covering a
total area of 630 mm2 and found 5.06 area% of CAIs. The size
distribution displayed in Fig. 4 has a pronounced peak at the
smallest model radii of <50 µm. The inset in Fig. 4 displays
the size distribution of model radii >150 µm. The number of
CAIs decreases monotonically with increasing model radius.
Previous studies show a large spread in CV CAI modal
abundances (Table 2, Fig. 1). McSween (1977b) reported CAI
modal abundances ranging from 2.5 to 9.4 area% and May et al.
(1999) a much narrower range between 0.65 and 1.89 area%.

We studied CAI abundances in three different CO
chondrites: one thin section of Warrenton (42 mm2, containing
1.01 area% CAIs), one of Kainsaz (142 mm2, containing
0.47 area% CAIs) and one of DaG 190 (197 mm2, containing
1.35 area% CAIs). The combined size distribution of all three
chondrites resembles a log-normal distribution, with a few
CAIs of larger sizes (>330 µm). COs are the second group
whose CAI modal abundances have been previously
extensively studied, the other being CVs. Like the CVs, the
range of reported CAI modal abundances is quite large
(Fig. 1), although not as large as in CVs, which is probably
because the true CO CAI modal abundance is smaller. Rubin
et al. (1985) reported a range of 1.0 to 3.6 area% for three
samples of Colony and 1.2 area% CAIs for Allan Hills (ALH)
77307. McSween (1977a) studied six different COs with
reported values between 1.2 and 3.5 area%. Russell et al.
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Fig. 4. CAI size distributions obtained from our measurements. Two bin ranges are given for all chondrite groups to account for possible
artefacts when choosing bin ranges.

Modal abundances of CAIs
(1998) studied ten different CO chondrites and found a range
of CAI abundances between 0.63 and 1.5 area%. Finally, May
et al. (1999) list CAI abundances for three different COs,
ranging from 0.85 to 1.38 area%.
CR

We studied one thin section of Renazzo (112 mm2) and
one of Acfer 209 (155 mm2) and found in both extremely
low CAI abundances. In Renazzo we measured 0.09 area%
and in Acfer 209 0.14 area%. The CAI size distribution can
be regarded as log-normal with a few CAIs at large sizes
(>140 µm). Previously, only McSween (1977b) reported
CAI modal abundances for Renazzo (0.3 area%) and Al Rais
(0.8 area%), which are similarly low.
CB

We studied two thin sections of Isheyevo with a
combined area of 335 mm2. The CAI abundance is extremely
low, about only 0.01 area%. The CAI size distribution is lognormal-like although displaying some gaps. We found no
further quantitative reports on CAI abundances in CB
chondrites.
Acfer 094

We studied one small thin section of the ungrouped
chondrite Acfer 094 (21.97 mm2) and found an abundance of
1.12 area% CAIs. This is agreement with the only other report
on CAIs in Acfer 094 with <2 area% by Weber (1995). The
size distribution of the CAIs we studied resembles a lognormal distribution with a few gaps.
Other Chondrites

We did not extend our study to ordinary chondrites,
enstatite chondrites, CI-, R- or K-chondrites. Their reported
modal abundances of refractory inclusions are extremely
low, usually below 0.1 area% (Table 1). It would be
necessary to study extremely large areas to obtain accurate
numbers.
Theoretical Calculation of CAI Modal Abundances
Using Bulk Chondrite Al Concentrations

The Si-normalized Al abundances of CI-chondrites and
the solar photosphere are in excellent agreement (1%; e.g.,
Lodders 2003). It is therefore assumed here that Al was
homogeneously distributed in the solar system and that
deviations from the chondritic Al concentration were
established shortly before or during chondrule formation.
One such process was probably the addition or subtraction of
high temperature components such as CAIs. The amount of
Al that was either added or subtracted can be represented by
the difference between bulk CI-chondritic Al concentration
and the bulk Al concentration of different chondrite groups.
Element concentrations can only be given in relative
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amounts, usually in wt%. If the amount of any element
changes, the relative concentrations of all other elements
also change. A direct comparison of the Al concentrations
of different chondrite groups and the CI-chondritic Al
concentration is therefore not possible. In order to compare
increases or decreases of Al in the different chondrite
groups relative to the CI-value, we re-calculate their bulk
Al concentrations and obtain new values that represent bulk
Al concentrations of the chondrites as if these had not been
changed from the CI-chondritic composition.
Element ratios do not change if the amount of any element
other than those used in the ratio changes. An element ratio can
be written as Al/x, with x being any element. If x is an
element in the chondrite (xchondrite) whose amount has not
changed relative to its CI-chondritic value, the AlCI/xCI ratio
equals the Alu/xchondrite ratio. Alu is the sought-after,
unchanged (u) Al concentration that can be easily calculated
using the formula
Al CI
-.
Al u = x chondrite ⋅ --------x CI

(5)

The crucial assumption is that the amount of element x
in the chondrite has not changed relative to the CI-chondritic
amount. It is therefore necessary to choose an appropriate
element for which this assumption is valid. The main
elements Mg, Si and Fe (together making up 80–90 wt% of
chondrites if oxygen is neglected) should be the least
affected by fractionation processes. This is particularly
evident in carbonaceous and K-chondrites, in which the Mg/
Si ratios are the same as in CI-chondrites. All other
chondrites have fractionated Mg/Si ratios. The implications
if one of these elements was fractionated are discussed
below. Because fractionations are, however, possible in one
or more of these elements we chose to substitute xchondrite
with all three elements, thereby obtaining a range of CAI
modal abundances. Columns 1–4 of Table 5 list the bulk
chondrite element concentrations used for the calculations
(taken from Lodders and Fegley 1998; Zipfel et al. 1998)
and columns 5–7 display the Alu concentrations when
xchondrite (designated simply as x in Table 5) is substituted by
Mg, Si, and Fe. Columns 8–10 list the difference of the
measured bulk chondrite Al concentration Alchondrite and Alu.
This number represents an excess or deficit of Al in a
particular chondrite relative to the CI-chondritic value.
It is then assumed that all excess Al was delivered by
CAIs. The amount of CAIs required to account for this excess
Al is calculated using the formula
∆Al ⋅ 100
MA CAI = ----------------------Al CAI

(6)

with MACAI: modal abundance of CAIs (calculated in vol%,
but given in area%, cf. introductory remarks) and AlCAI: bulk
Al concentration of CAIs. We used an AlCAI of 18 wt%. Simon
and Grossman (2004) measured the chemical bulk

1.06
1.16
1.18

0.82
1.00

H
L
LL

EH
EL

10.73
13.75

14.10
14.90
15.30

9.70
11.50
14.30
14.50
14.70
13.70
11.30
3.91

16.60
18.80

17.10
18.60
18.90

10.64
12.70
15.70
15.80
15.80
15.00
13.50
–

30.50
24.80

27.20
21.75
19.80

18.20
21.30
23.50
25.00
23.00
23.80
38.00
70.95

0.96
1.23

1.26
1.33
1.36

0.87
1.03
1.28
1.29
1.31
1.22
1.01
0.35

1.35
1.53

1.39
1.51
1.54

0.87
1.03
1.28
1.28
1.28
1.22
1.10
–

1.45
1.18

1.29
1.03
0.94

0.87
1.01
1.12
1.19
1.09
1.13
1.81
3.37

6
7
Alu (wt%)
x = Mg x = Si x = Fe

5

0.00
0.10
0.40
0.12
0.19
−0.07
−0.05
–
−0.33
−0.35
−0.36
−0.53
−0.53

0.00
0.10
0.40
0.11
0.16
−0.07
0.04
0.04
−0.20
−0.17
−0.18
−0.14
−0.23

−0.63
−0.18

−0.23
0.13
0.24

0.00
0.12
0.56
0.21
0.38
0.02
−0.76
−2.98

8
9
10
∆Al = Alchondrite - Alu (wt%)
x = Mg
x = Si
x = Fe

–
–

–
–
–

0.00
0.58
2.25
0.59
0.88
–
0.24
0.23

x = Mg

11

–
–

–
–
–

0.00
0.54
2.24
0.64
1.03
–
–
–

–
–

–
0.70
1.33

0.00
0.65
3.13
1.18
2.09
0.10
–
–

13
CAIs (area%)
x = Si
x = Fe

12

<0.1
<0.1

<0.1
<0.1
<0.1

0.00
1.21
2.98
0.99
0.20
0.12
<0.1
0.10

This study

14

4.56
5.56

5.89
6.44
6.56

4.81
6.28
9.33
7.78
8.17
6.39
5.83
2.17

15
max. CAIs
(area%)

chondrites as if these had not been changed relative to the CI-chondritic value and under the assumption that the element x (= xchondrite in Equation 4) also had not changed. Columns 8–10: ∆Al is the
difference between the measured bulk chondrite Al concentrations (column 1) and Alu (columns 5–7) for different x. Columns 11–13: Calculated CAI modal abundances using ∆Al and Equation 5
for different x. Column 14: CAI modal abundances that we determined in this study (cf. Table 6). Column 15: Maximum CAI modal abundances calculated from the bulk chondrite Al concentrations
and assuming that all Al was delivered by CAIs.

R
K

1.06
12.90
18.00
24.40
1.15
1.46
1.16
−0.09
−0.40
−0.10
–
–
–
<0.1
5.89
1.30
15.40
16.90
24.70
1.37
1.37
1.17
−0.07
−0.07
0.13
–
–
0.70
<0.1
7.22
Columns 1–4: reported bulk chondrite element-concentrations (Lodders and Fegley 1998; 1Zipfel et al. 1998). Columns 5–7: Calculated, unchanged Al concentrations (Alu) using Equation 4 in the

0.87
1.13
1.68
1.40
1.47
1.15
1.05
0.39

CI
CM
CV
CO
CK
CR
CH
CB1

1
2
3
4
Bulk chondrite concentrations (wt%)
Al
Mg
Si
Fe

Table 5. Calculated CAI modal abundances using bulk chondrite Al concentrations.
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compositions of 6 Type A and 17 Type B CAIs. Their
analyzed Type A CAIs have Al concentrations between 17.05
and 20.72 wt% and an average of 18.63 wt%, and their Type
B CAIs have Al concentrations between 16.09 and 18.91 wt%
with an average of 17.35 wt%. An AlCAI of 18 wt% therefore
seems to be a reasonable average. Higher values for AlCAI will
result in lower CAI modal abundances and conversely lower
values for AlCAI will result in higher CAI modal abundances.
The results of the calculations are displayed in columns 11–13
of Table 5, together with our newly determined CAI modal
abundances for chondrites (column 14, cf. Table 6). The
calculated values using xchondrite = Mg and xchondrite = Si are
similar. This is not surprising, because all carbonaceous
chondrites have virtually the same Mg/Si ratios. Iron has a
much larger variation among all chondrites than Mg or Si.
The differences for xchondrite = Mg, xchondrite = Si and xchondrite =
Fe vary between a factor of 1.13 and 2.37. Iron is probably
more affected by fractionation processes, either through redox
reactions or because it is more volatile than Mg or Si. We
therefore choose to use the CAI modal abundances calculated
using xchondrite = Mg for the discussions below.
Finally, another column (15) contains CAI modal
abundances calculated under the assumption that all Al in the
chondrites is concentrated in CAIs. This value provides the
absolute maximum modal abundance of CAIs. Again a bulk
CAI Al concentration of 18 wt% is used for this calculation.
The result is indeed a highly theoretical number, but provides
an estimate of maximum CAI modal abundances and what
could be expected if all Al found in chondrules and matrix
was initially delivered by CAIs. CV chondrites have the
largest excess of Al relative to the CI-chondritic value and if
all Al were delivered by CAIs, they could not contain more
than 9.3 area% CAIs; this is therefore the theoretical absolute
maximum CAI modal abundance among all chondrites.
Using Al Concentrations of Individual Chondrite Components

A second way to theoretically determine CAI modal
abundances is to calculate a “reduced” bulk chondrite Al
concentration from the Al concentrations of all meteoritic
components like chondrules and matrix, but without CAIs
(therefore the designation “reduced”). The difference
between this reduced calculated and the measured bulk
chondrite Al concentration is used in the same way as above
to calculate a theoretical CAI modal abundance. However, the
available data set of bulk chondrule and matrix Al
concentrations as well as the required modal abundances of
chondrules, matrix, metal and sulfides is insufficient and
often contradictory and unfortunately makes this alternative
way of theoretically calculating accurate CAI modal
abundances very difficult. However, this approach is still
feasible for a reasonable estimate for the CV chondrites,
where some data are available.
Chondrules and matrix contain a significant amount of
Al that cannot be attributed to a CAI origin. Most
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Table 6. CAI modal abundances deduced from our and
previous studies.
CAIs
(area%)

Error
(2σ)

Area
(mm2)

CI
CM

<0.01
1.21

–
156

CO

0.99

CV

2.98

CK

0.2

CK/CV1

0.77

CR

0.12

–
+1.0
−0.5
+1.0
−0.3
+0.3
−0.1
+0.2
−0.2
+0.9
−0.4
+0.15
−0.1
–
–
+0.15
−0.1
+1.5
−0.7
–
–
–

CH
CBa
CBb
Acfer 094

0.1
<0.1
0.1
1.12

1494
2860
506
354
267
–
–
335
22

H
L
LL

0.01–0.2
<0.1
<0.1

–
–
–

EH
EL

<0.1
<0.1

–
–

–
–

R
K

<0.1
<0.1

–
–

–
–

In bold our new CAI modal abundances. CAI modal abundances have
been calculated as weighted averages using data from: CM: Norton and
McSween (2007), this work; CO: Russell et al. (1998), May et al. (1999),
this work; CV: Kornacki and Wood (1984), May et al. (1999), this work;
CK: this work; CK/CV: Kallemeyn et al. (1991); CR, CB, Acfer 094:
this work. Area = area used to determine the CAI abundance.
1These are: Ningqiang and DaG 055.

chondrules have flat to near flat REE element patterns (e.g.,
Hezel et al. 2006, Pack, personal communication), but CAIs
often have largely fractionated REE patterns (e.g.,
MacPherson et al. 1988) and carry a significant amount of
REE. If Al were entirely inherited from CAIs, REEs would
also be more or less entirely inherited from CAIs and their
fractionated patterns would show up in the bulk chondrule
compositions. This effect can be used to identify the
addition of CAIs to chondrules (Pack et al. 2004;
MacPherson and Huss 2005; Hezel et al. 2006; Hezel and
Palme 2007). As most chondrules have unfractionated REE
patterns and comparatively minor REE enrichments, no
more than 1–5 vol% CAIs were added to a single chondrule,
depending on the assumptions made for REE element
concentrations in CAI-free chondrules and added CAIs.
Chondrules in CV chondrites have reported bulk Al
concentrations between 2.17 and 2.80 wt% (Rubin and
Wasson 1987; Kimura and Ikeda 1998). If we assume that
approximately 1–3 vol% CAIs have been added to
chondrules, about 1.8 wt% Al in bulk chondrules is of
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non-CAI origin. Reported matrix analyses of CV chondrites
span a range from 1.03–1.62 wt% (Clarke et al. 1970;
McSween and Richardson 1977; Rubin 1984; Rubin and
Wasson 1987; Jarosewich 1990; Kimura and Ikeda 1998;
Klerner 2001; Hezel and Palme 2008). Matrix and
chondrules are most probably genetically linked as they
show a complementary relationship with respect to certain
element ratios (Mg/Si—Klerner and Palme 1999; Ti/Al—
Klerner and Palme 2000; Ca/Al—Hezel and Palme 2008)
and have therefore most probably formed in a chemically
closed nebula environment. This genetic relationship and
the fact that most Al in chondrules is not from CAIs makes
it equally unlikely that most Al in the matrix is of CAI
origin. If we assume again that approximately 1–3 vol%
CAIs have been added to the matrix 0.8 wt% Al is of nonCAI origin. Assuming a metal and/or sulfide abundance
of 4 area% and a chondrule and matrix abundance each of
48 area% results in a reduced CV bulk chondrite Al
concentration of 1.17 wt% Al. The difference between the
measured bulk CV chondrite Al concentration and this
estimated reduced bulk composition is 0.51 wt% Al. If this
additional Al in CV chondrites was delivered by CAIs with
a bulk Al concentration of 18 wt%, 3.0 area% of CAIs are
required. This rough estimate is identical to the modal
abundance we calculated in the first approach as well as to
our deduced value listed in Table 6. Although this is a nice
result, it is again noted that bulk chondrule and matrix Al
concentrations have comparatively large errors and these
results need to be treated with caution until more accurate
data are available to perform this calculation reliably. In
fact, as we will point out below, the contribution of CAIs to
either chondrules or matrix was most probably below 1 vol%.
From this it seems the reported Al concentrations for
chondrules and matrix in the literature are probably too
high. The sole purpose of this calculation here is to
demonstrate that the present data base of chondrule and
matrix Al abundances readily allow rough estimates of CAI
modal abundances.
Theoretical CAI modal abundances should be lower in
other chondrites, as these have lower than CV bulk Al
concentrations, but probably similar Al concentrations in
their chondrules and matrices.

the area that needs to be studied depends on parameters like
the approximate expected CAI modal abundance, average
size of the CAIs, their size distribution etc. A reliable modal
abundance, i.e., a modal abundance with only a small error,
can be obtained if the sample size is in the range of at least
1000–2000 mm2. Smaller sizes probably result in an
underestimate of the true modal abundance (Fig. 3). To achieve
these large sample areas it is usually necessary to study
multiple samples. However, it is not possible to calculate a
simple average of CAI modal abundances obtained from such
different samples. The Poisson distribution of the CAIs
implies that each single area is not representative of the true
CAI modal abundance. A weighted average must be
calculated, i.e., all measured CAI areas from all samples must
be summed up and all sample areas must be summed up and
divided by each other to obtain the correct weighted average
avwght:

∑ areaCAIs
av wght = ---------------------------------- .
∑ areasamples

(7)

The area studied when reporting CAI modal abundances
is essential information that must always be given, as it is an
indicator of how large the error is that accompanies the
measurement. We produced a table of CAI modal abundances
in chondrites (Table 6). The values in this table are weighted
averages of our newly obtained data and all data reported in
the literature that also list their studied sample sizes. Details
on the literature used are given in the caption of Table 2. Only
the bold data are new, the others are taken from Table 1 and
might be regarded as upper limits. This is feasible as virtually
all of them are <0.1 area%. It is also clear that the maximum
error when determining CAI modal abundances equals the
true CAI modal abundance of the chondrite (as long as the
studied sample size is reasonably large). That is, small modal
abundances result in very small errors and in many cases it
might not be necessary to determine CAI abundances <1 area%
with high accuracy.
Refractory Element Contents and Fractionations in
Chondrites
Ordinary, Enstatite R- and K-Chondrites

DISCUSSION
CAI Modal Abundance Measurements
Here we present the first compilation of CAI modal
abundances in chondrites (Table 6). The reported modal
abundances of individual chondrite groups often scatter over
a large range. This scatter is produced by the Poisson
distribution of CAIs in chondrites. If the sample areas studied
for CAI modal abundances are too small, the result is not
representative of the true CAI modal abundance. The size of

Virtually all ordinary, enstatite, R- and K-chondrites have
Al deficits, between −0.07 and −0.63 wt% (Table 5, columns
11–13) and in most cases no CAI modal abundances can be
calculated for them. This is in agreement with the extremely
rare occurrence of CAIs in these chondrites. We suggest that a
high-T condensate carried away a significant quantity of
refractory elements prior to parent body formation. Ordinary,
enstatite and R-chondrites also all have lower than CIchondritic Mg/Si ratios. If their initial Mg/Si ratios were the
same as the CI-chondritic value, Mg had to be effectively
removed or Si to be effectively added in order to achieve the
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lower than CI-chondritic Mg/Si ratios. It has often been
suggested that forsterite, a high-T component, was removed
from these chondrite forming regions. As a consequence, the
Al/Mg ratios must increase. However, the Al/Mg ratios of
ordinary, enstatite and K-chondrites are lower than the CIchondritic value. As the loss of Mg increases the Al/Mg
ratios, the regions where ordinary, enstatite and K-chondrites
formed must have lost even more Al than is currently
recorded in their sub-CI-chondritic Al/Mg ratios, i.e., even
more of the high-T refractory phase must have been lost.
Alternatively, in order to simultaneously decrease the Al/Mg
ratio and increase the Mg/Si ratio it is also possible to add
low-T material with a bulk Mg/Si ratio << 1 (e.g., feldspars or
Mg-poor phyllosilicates). In this case the addition of Mg can
account for the lower than CI-chondritic Al/Mg ratios in OCs,
ECs and K-chondrites. The available data are insufficient to
unequivocally decide whether the removal of a component
with Mg/Si > 1 or the addition of a component with Mg/Si <<
1 is responsible for the observed ratios, although the removal
of forsterite seems more plausible, with the consequence that
even more refractory elements must have been lost, too, in
order to reduce the Al/Mg ratio. Addition of Si could account
for the lower Mg/Si ratio, but would not affect the Al/Mg
ratio.
Carbonaceous Chondrites

Columns 11–13 of Table 5 show that carbonaceous
chondrites, except for CRs, have Al excesses between 0.02
and 0.56 wt%. Figure 5 is a plot of calculated versus measured
CAI modal abundances. Only chondrites with an Al excess
relative to the CI-chondritic Al concentration are plotted. The
Al excesses in this plot were calculated assuming that Mg did
not change relative to its CI-chondritic abundance. The
dashed line represents the amount of CAIs calculated from the
Al excess and is therefore designated the “line of maximum
CAI addition.” If the total Al excess is the result of CAI
addition, their modal abundance must plot on the line of
maximum CAI addition. If CAI modal abundances fall below
this line, the Al excess cannot be explained by CAI addition
alone. If CAI modal abundances fall above the line, the
chondrites must have had an Al deficit prior to CAI addition,
as the CAIs deliver more Al than available from the calculated
Al excess. CM, CO and CV chondrites plot slightly above the
line, CH chondrites plot slightly below, but very close to the
line and CK chondrites plot far below the line. Two horizontal
error bars represent different bulk CAI Al concentrations,
ranging from 14 to 22 wt%. CAIs should not have much less
than 14 wt% Al as they are dominated by high-Al phases such
as (numbers are Al concentrations in wt%): corundum: 53;
grossite: 52; hibonite: 40; spinel: 38; gehlenite: 20; anorthite:
19; fassaite: 12 and Al-diopside: 7. As can be seen from Fig. 5,
even low bulk CAI Al concentrations such as 14 wt% do not
push the CAI modal abundances of CO, CM and CV chondrites
much closer to the line of maximum CAI addition. Vertical bars
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Fig. 5. Calculated versus measured CAI modal abundances for
chondrites with excess Al (cf. Table 5). Chondrites plot on the “line
of maximum CAI addition” if the Al excess in a chondrite equals the
Al contributed by CAIs. If chondrites plot above the line, their initial
bulk Al concentration must have been lower than the CI-chondritic
value and vice versa. Two horizontal error bars represent calculated
CAI modal abundances using 14 and 22 (thin bar) and 16 and 20 (bold
bar) wt% Al in bulk CAIs. Vertical error bars are those listed in
Table 6.

represent the errors as determined in section 3.1. Although these
error bars are quite large, CM, CO, CK and CV chondrites still
fall beyond the line of maximum CAI addition. If the Al
contributions of CAIs are subtracted from CM, CO, CK and CV
chondrites, their remaining bulk Al concentration must be
smaller compared to the CI-chondritic Al concentration. It is
therefore possible that these carbonaceous chondrites also lost
Al like the ordinary, enstatite, K- and R-chondrites probably also
carried away by some high-T condensate rich in refractory
elements. This loss was later compensated, in fact overcompensated, by the addition of CAIs.
In contrast to the CM, CO and CV-chondrites, if the Al
contribution of CAIs is subtracted from CK chondrites, these
have a higher than CI-chondritic bulk Al concentration. The
expected CAI modal abundances of CKs calculated from their
bulk Al concentration is 0.88 area% CAIs (Table 5,
column 11). In contrast, our suggested observed CAI modal
abundance is only 0.2 area% (Table 6). It is possible that CK
chondrites are the only group that initially did not lose, but
gained Al by another process than CAI addition. However, as
CK chondrites are usually thermally metamorphosed, it
seems more likely that CKs initially contained more CAIs that
were subsequently reprocessed during heating. The CK
chondrite Karoonda we analyzed contains plenty of feldspar
aggregates sustaining this view.
The CH and CB chondrites are the only group that
have neither sub-chondritic nor higher than expected Al/
Mg ratios. These chondrites also have not experienced
extensive thermal metamorphism. These might therefore
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be the only groups with approximately bulk CI-chondritic
Al concentrations, relative to an assumed, CI-chondritic
Mg concentration, if the small Al contribution of CAIs is
subtracted.
We note again that this discussion relies on the
assumption that the bulk chondrite Mg abundance is the same
as the CI-chondritic Mg abundance. However, if a change in
the Mg concentration was responsible for the change in the
Al/Mg ratio, it is required that large amounts of Mg were
either added or subtracted. In case of carbonaceous and Kchondrites it would be required that the same amounts of Si
were added or subtracted, as the Mg/Si ratios of all
carbonaceous and K- chondrites are similar to the CIchondritic Mg/Si ratio. An addition or subtraction of Mg
seems therefore highly improbable and the only other way to
change the Al/Mg ratio is to add or subtract Al, as described
above.
Implications for the Origin of CAIs and Parent Body
Heating
It was recognized early by Larimer (1979) that CAIs,
carbonaceous chondrites and CI chondrites plot along a
mixing line in the Mg/Al vs. Si/Al diagram with CAIs and CI
chondrites being the end members of this line. Larimer (1979)
noticed that the mixing line might look as if the addition
of CAIs explains the excess of Al in carbonaceous
chondrites relative to CI, however, he argued that CAIs have
non-CI-chondritic Mg/Si ratios and hence the addition of
CAIs should alter the Mg/Si ratio of carbonaceous chondrites
to non CI-chondritic values. However, this argument was
probably based on the CAI modal abundances reported two
years earlier by McSween (1977), which are partially too
high, as outlined above. In light of our measured and
calculated CAI modal abundances, the concern expressed by
Larimer (1979) that CAIs would disturb the carbonaceous
chondrite CI-chondritic Mg/Si ratios are negligible. Klerner
(2001) analyzed 8 chunks of Allende using XRF and found
Mg/Si ratios of 0.94, 0.95, 0.90, 0.95, 0.91, 0.90, 0.93 and
0.95, with a mean of 0.93 ± 0.02. The uncertainty of ~2% is
exactly the deviation that 3 area% of CAIs—as is the case for
CVs—with Mg 6.47 wt% and Si 12.75 wt% (averages from
Simon and Grossman 2004) would introduce to a CIchondritic Mg/Si ratio and might therefore simply not have
been detected so far. The deviation will be even smaller with
fewer CAIs added, which is the case for all other chondrite
groups. We are currently trying to conduct high precision bulk
chondrite analyses to explore whether we are able to find
systematic deviations of bulk chondrite Mg/Si ratios from the
CI-chondritic value.
The relatively good match between theoretically
predicted and reported CAI abundances leave little room for
large quantities of CAIs hidden as tiny grains in the matrix or
as precursors of chondrules. A fraction of 1 area% CAIs in the

chondrule precursor assemblage and a chondrule modal
abundance of 50 area% would add only 0.5 area% CAIs to the
CAI modal abundance of the chondrite.
The Al excesses of carbonaceous chondrites calculated in
Table 5 are around 10 rel%, except for CVs where the excess
Al contributes ~25 rel%. If the excess Al is delivered by the
addition of CAIs, their contribution to the bulk chondrite Al
content is only minor. The major fraction of Al is contained in
silicates and must be inherited from the primary chondrite
source region.
Differences in O-isotopes or radiogenic 26Mg between
CAIs and other chondrite components have previously been
used to demonstrate a separate origin of CAIs (e.g.,
MacPherson et al. 2005). Our results support this and clearly
show that CAIs are not a genuine component of the chemical
reservoir from which other components like chondrules and
matrix formed (e.g., Bland et al. 2005; Hezel and Palme
2007). CAIs were probably delivered to the chondrite
forming regions during and after chondrule formation,
because CAIs occur both as molten and unmolten objects.
Some molten CAIs have similar radiogenic 26Mg as
chondrules and were probably molten during the chondrule
formation event.
The CAI size distributions of most carbonaceous
chondrites more or less follow a log-normal distribution,
which would most probably be the result of grinding and
fragmentation during mutual collisions in the solar nebula.
This is supported by their usually fragmental appearance in
back scatter electron images. Some carbonaceous chondrite
groups have a small population of larger CAIs, which might
suggest that some CAIs in a given chondrite group stem from
different source regions. This observation requires further
confirmation, but is important as most studies of CAIs focus
on larger specimens.
CONCLUSIONS
Our new CAI modal abundances data and our
recognition that they are Poisson distributed as well as our
theoretical calculations show that CAI modal abundances are
much smaller than previously thought. The data reduction
process is crucial when obtaining CAI modal abundances.
Because CAIs are Poisson distributed, large areas must be
studied (>1000, better >2000 mm2) in order to obtain modal
abundances with a small error. If more than one sample is
studied a weighted average for the CAI modal abundance
must be calculated (cf. Equation 6). The CAI modal
abundances we provide for carbonaceous chondrites (Table 6)
are in good agreement with their calculated Al overabundance
when compared to the CI-chondritic composition (Table 5).
Our results support the model that CAIs did not form in the
same chemical reservoir as chondrules and matrix, but were
added later to this compartment.
CAIs were only occasionally added to ordinary, enstatite
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and R- and K-chondrites. Nearly all of these chondrites have
an Al deficit compared to the CI-chondritic value. It is
therefore not surprising that CAIs are extremely rare. The
parental chemical reservoir of these chondrites probably lost
Al by the subtraction of a refractory rich, high-T component.
Carbonaceous chondrites initially probably also had a deficit
in Al and lost a refractory rich, high-T component. This loss
was then over-compensated by the addition of CAIs, leading
to an Al excess in carbonaceous chondrites.
Although more CAIs have been added to carbonaceous
chondrites as calculated from their Al excesses, their presence
among chondrule precursors as well as in the matrix is still
minor (e.g., MacPherson and Huss 2005; Hezel et al. 2006;
Scott 2007; Pack, personal communication). Therefore CAIs
added to carbonaceous chondrites deliver only a minor
fraction (usually 10 rel% and 25 rel% in case of CVs) of the
carbonaceous chondrite bulk Al contents and cannot have
been the source of large amounts of 26Al that substantially
contributed to heat the chondrite parent body even if they
contained live 26Al on accretion, as suggested by, for example
the X-wind model. This is even more true for ordinary,
enstatite, R- and K-chondrites, which all have Al deficits.
The CAI size distributions of nearly all CCs contain at
least two different populations, of which one is small
consisting of large CAIs, probably indicating that CAIs in a
single chondrite group had multiple sources.
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